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Section 1: Getting Started 
 
 
1.1 Installing the Software 
 
Follow these steps to install the FRCC Software Application (FRCCSA): 
 
1. Download the FRCC Software Application installation file from the FRCC website at 

www.frcc.gov.  The FRCC Software Application installation file can be downloaded 
by clicking on the FRCC Software menu item in the FRCC “Quick Links” section 
(which will re-route you to fire.org). Then, scroll down to the Fire Regime 
Condition Class Software Application Installation File row and select the 
Download link.  

2. When asked whether to “Run Save or Cancel,” choose “Save” and save it into the 
file directory of your choice.  

 
3. Install Microsoft Access if needed.  The FRCC database was developed as a 

Microsoft Access 2000 database.  FRCCSA will run with Microsoft Access 2000 or a 
later version of Microsoft Access.  

  
4. Once the initial download is complete, you will be prompted to “Run or Cancel;” 

choose “Run”.  You may receive the following warning “The publisher could not be 
verified.  Are you sure you want to run this software?” Continue by pressing “Run”.  
The set up will now continue; simply follow the promptings. 

 
5. It is preferable to have the computer connected to the Internet while installing the 

software so the Lookup Tables can be updated with the latest values from the FRCC 
National Database in Step 6 below.  If connecting to the Internet is not possible, the 
Lookup Tables will be loaded with the values that were included with the installation 
package when version 1.3.2.4 of the software was released. 

 
6. While the installation package is running, a dialog box will be displayed asking 

“Would you like to import an FRCC database from an installation prior to version 
1.2.2.2?”   

a. If this is a fresh install of FRCCSA (in other words, no previous versions of 
the application have been installed), click No.  

b. If you had previously installed an older version of the FRCC Software 
Application (one prior to v. 1.2.2.2), click Yes.  An open file dialog box will 
then appear.  Navigate to the FRCC database (either FRCC.mdb or 
FRCCdata.mdb) that contains the data from your previous installation of 
FRCCSA. 
  
 Note: The download process will take a few minutes. 
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7. If the installation package is able to establish a connection to the FRCC National 
Database, a message dialog box will appear stating: “Updating the Lookup Tables 
from the FRCC National Database. This will take a few minutes.” In the event the 
table update process experiences network connectivity problems while updating 
these tables, a message will display saying "Could not connect to the FRCC National 
Database.”  Click OK.  This message will be followed by another message saying 
"Unable to connect to FRCC National Database. Did not update local database 
lookup tables.”  Click OK again.  The software installation will continue to 
completion.  When these messages are displayed, note that the software will still be 
installed correctly; however, the local FRCC database on your machine will not have 
been updated from the FRCC National Database.  You can update the BpS Lookup 
Table and associated default values from the FRCC National Database after the 
installation is complete and when you have an Internet connection between your 
computer and the FRCC National Database Server (see Appendix A).   

 
8. If you had previously installed an older version of the FRCC Software Application 

and had created a shortcut on the desktop to the frcc.jar self-executing jar file, 
remove that shortcut so you don’t accidentally run the old version of the software. 

 
 
1.2 Starting the Program 
 
Start the FRCC Software Application by clicking on the Windows Start button, then 
click on Programs, then Fire Regime Condition Class, then FRCC Standard 
Landscape – Worksheet, as shown below in figure 1-1. 
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Figure 1-1. Starting the FRCC Software Application. 
 
 
After FRCCSA starts, the Standard Landscape Data Entry Form will open in the FRCC 
desktop.   
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Section 2: Standard Landscape Data Entry Form 
 
 
To open the FRCC Standard Landscape Data Entry Form in the FRCC Software 
Application (if it did not open automatically), click the Forms menu from the FRCC 
desktop, choose Data Entry Forms, and then click Standard Landscape (fig. 2-1).   
 
 

 
Figure 2-1. Opening the Standard Landscape Data Entry Form from the 
FRCC Desktop. 

 
 
The FRCC Standard Landscape Data Entry Form (shown below in fig. 2-2) will open, 
displaying a project from the database.  
 
 

 
Figure 2-2. The FRCC Desktop with Standard Landscape Data Entry 
Form displaying sample project. 
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If this is a first-time installation, a sample project will be loaded into the Standard 
Landscape Data Entry Form. 
 
 
2.1 Viewing Data   
 
After the creation of multiple projects with this tool, you will be able scroll through 
previously entered projects using the  (previous project) and the  (next project) 
buttons located to the right of the Characterization Date field. 
 
 
2.2. Entering Data 
    
Data is entered into three blocks: Project Data, Stratum Data, and Succession Class 
Data; each is explained in detail below.  The names of required fields appear in blue font 
(and names of optional fields appear in black). An error message will appear when a 
project is saved if required fields are incomplete.   
 
Refer to the Interagency FRCC Guidebook for information about individual fields on the 
form. The Guidebook is available at www.frcc.gov under the FRCC “Quick Links” 
section on the left side of the webpage. Specifically, Chapter 3 of the FRCC Guidebook 
provides detailed explanations of the various fields to be populated in the Guidebook’s 
Standard Landscape Worksheet, which corresponds to those on the Standard 
Landscape Data Entry Form.  
 
For reference purposes, Appendix B at the end of this document shows the Standard 
Landscape Worksheet field numbers that correspond to the Standard Landscape Data 
Entry Form. 
 
 

2.2.1 Project Data block 
 

Starting a new project.  Since the database automatically opens with an example 
project already entered, you will need to create a new project.  Click on the 
Project menu and then select the New menu item (see fig. 2-3 below). 
 

Tip: You can move to the next field with the “tab” key on your keyboard.  
When you come to a drop-down menu, use the up and down arrow keys to 
choose the menu item you want and then hit the tab key to move to the next 
field. 
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Figure 2-3. Creating a new project. 

 
  

Tip: After you have learned how to create a new document, you will need to 
close the new document you have created and again open the Standard 
Landscape Data Entry Form (which contains a sample project) to continue 
progressing through this user’s guide (refer to the beginning of Section 2 above).  

 
Adding photos.  Photos of the project can be stored in a project as hyperlinks.  To 
enter a photo, place an electronic copy of the photo on your computer’s hard 
drive.  It is recommended that the photo be stored in a compressed format such 
as TIFF or JPEG.  Click the  button next to the Photo field to load a 
photo.  Navigate to the folder containing the photo file, click on the photo file, 
and click the Save button.  Once a photo has been added to the project, the 
photo can be viewed by clicking the  button.  When a photo is added to the 
project, the Photo Date field will also be populated with the date associated with 
the photo on your hard drive.  This default photo date can be overwritten if 
desired. 
 
Copying a project.  Click on the Project menu and select the Copy menu item.  
Simply change one or more of the primary key values in the pop-up box that 
appears (Registration Code, Project Code, Project ID, or Characterization Date) 
to copy the current project to a new project (see fig. 2-4 below).  In the process 
of creating the new copy, the existing project will be retained. 
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Figure 2-4. Copying a new project. 

 
 

Rolling back a project.  To disregard any changes made to a project and reload it 
as it was last saved to the database, click on the Project menu and then select 
Rollback. 
 
Deleting a project.  To delete a project, move to the project to be deleted by 
clicking on the Next Project and Previous Project buttons.  Once the 
project to be deleted is displayed in the Standard Landscape Data Entry Form, 
click on the form’s Project menu and click the Delete menu item.  A dialog will 
appear asking “Do you want to delete this project?”  Click Yes. 
 

  
2.2.2 Stratum Data block 
 

 

 
Figure 2-5. Example Stratum Data block of the Standard Landscape Data Entry Form with 
default project entered. 
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Adding strata.  To add additional strata to the project, click on the  button 
located to the right of the Stratum Number field.  Once multiple strata have 
been entered for a project, the  (previous stratum) and the   (next 
stratum) buttons can be used to scroll between strata.  To copy an existing 
stratum, click on the Stratum menu and then click Copy.  The new stratum 
will be assigned the next available stratum number. 
 

Tip:  Error messages will appear in black text in the lower left portion of the 
screen. 

 
Selecting a biophysical setting (BpS or, in the user interface, “BpSetting”).  Biophysical 
settings can be selected from a drop-down list of codes.  To see the title of each 
of the biophysical settings in the list, hold the cursor over a code in the drop-
down list.  A caption containing the BpS title will appear. 

 
The list of BpS codes that appears in the drop-down menu can be reduced to a 
local set of codes by selecting the local BpS codes in the Biophysical Settings 
Lookup Form.   

 
Creating a list of biophysical settings for your local area 
 
The Biophysical Settings Lookup Form is used to add or remove 
species from the Biophysical Setting “Locally Used” List, which 
populates the Biophysical Settings drop-down menu on the 
Standard Landscape Data Entry Form.  This list is managed from 
the Biophysical Settings Lookup Form (see fig. 2-6 below).  To 
open the form, click on the Forms menu on the FRCC desktop 
and then select the Code List Maintenance submenu followed 
by Biophysical Settings Lookup.   
  

Note: the form may take a minute to open, so click once and 
wait. If it does not open, check that it is not behind the main 
data entry form. 
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Figure 2-6. Example Biophysical Settings Lookup Form. 
 
 
The Biophysical Settings Lookup Form provides the code and 
name for each biophysical setting (BpS) in the software’s internal 
database.  The “local” checkboxes allow the user to identify and 
specify those biophysical settings that are used most frequently 
for the local project area.  Selecting a “local” checkbox adds that 
biophysical setting to the Biophysical Setting “Locally Used” List, 
which appears in the “Bp Setting” drop-down menu in the 
Stratum Data block. Biophysical settings can also be added to the 
Biophysical Setting “Locally Used” List by importing a Biophysical 
Setting “Locally Used” List from the FRCC National Database 
using the Code List Imports Form, which is discussed in Appendix 
A.  The Biophysical Setting “Locally Used” List can be cleared 
from the Reset Code Lists submenu, also explained in Appendix 
A. 
 
The “active” checkboxes indicate to the user whether the 
biophysical setting is currently in use and listed on the FRCC 
website (www.frcc.gov).  An unchecked “active” box indicates an 
obsolete biophysical setting.  Obsolete biophysical settings are 
retained in the local database to accommodate project data that 
might still reference them. 
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In the event that the Biophysical Setting “Locally Used” List is 
empty, the software will place all active biophysical settings on the 
biophysical settings drop-down menu in the Standard Landscape 
Data Entry Form. 
 

Note: See Appendix A for instructions on importing lists of local 
biophysical settings created by others users for a particular 
registration code area, exporting your list to the national 
database for other users, or resetting the local list when moving 
to a new project area with a different set of local biophysical 
settings. 

 
Now, select a BpS from the drop-down list.  Once a BpS has been selected, 
there are a variety of fields in both the Stratum Data and Succession Class Data 
blocks that can be populated with BpS default values.  These fields (field numbers 
reflect those used in the FRCC Guidebook, refer to Appendix B in this 
document) include: 
 

• Stratum Indicator Species 1-4 (fields 27-30) 
• Stratum Reference Condition Fire Frequency (field  51) 
• Stratum Reference Condition Fire Severity (field 53) 
• Stratum B to C Succession Class Breakpoint (field 58) 
• Stratum D to E Succession Class Breakpoint (field 59) 
• Succession Class Upper Layer Lifeform (field 63) 
• Succession Class Upper Layer Size Class (field 64) 
• Succession Class Upper Layer Canopy Closure (field 65) 
• Succession Class Dominant Species (field 66-69) 
• Succession Class Fire Behavior Fuel Model (field 70) 
• Succession Class Reference Percent Composition (field 72) 
 

When a BpS code from the drop-down menu is selected, the software will ask if 
it should use the BpS’s default values for the Species, Upper Layer, Fire Behavior 
Fuel Model, and Class Breakpoint fields if those fields have already been 
populated by the user. Click Yes to replace the values already entered with the 
default values or click No to retain the values already entered. Note that the 
Reference Frequency, Severity, and Percent Composition will be overwritten 
regardless of the user response.  
 

Note: The FRCC Guidebook (available at www.frcc.gov) provides details on the 
various data entry fields. 

 
The software tracks the current (most recently updated) version of the BpS that 
was selected.  When the BpS is displayed on the Stratum Page of the Standard 
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Landscape Report, the version of the BpS is displayed in parentheses along with 
the BpS Code. 
 
Entering stratum composition.  In the Stratum Data block, you are required to 
enter a percentage in the Stratum Composition field, indicating what percentage 
of the project area is composed of this stratum. As you enter data for each 
stratum, the Total Stratum Composition field will be automatically updated with 
the sum of percentages for all strata. If the sum of the strata percentages does 
not total 100, the software will alert the user by displaying the value as red on 
yellow. 

 
Entering species codes. When entering the Indicator Species, use the NRCS 
(Natural Resources Conservation Service) species code. There are two ways to 
enter NRCS codes into the Indicator Species fields: 
 
 

1. Entering NRCS codes using the Species button 
 
Opening the NRCS Species Lookup Form with the Species button. Select a 
species code from the NRCS Species Lookup.  Click the button labeled 
Species. The NRCS Species Lookup Form will appear (see fig. 2-7 
below).   
 
Searching for species in the NRCS Species Lookup Form. Scroll through the 
species using the  (previous species) and the   (next species) 
buttons.  There are over 82,000 species to choose from in the species 
list, so it will be necessary to query the species list for the species you 
are looking for.  Click on the  button to put the NRCS Species 
Lookup Form into query mode (see fig. 2-7 below). 
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Figure 2-7. NRCS Species Lookup Form. 

 
 

Enter either the scientific name in the “Scientif Name” field or the 
common name in the “Comm Name” field, and then press the  
(execute query) button (see fig. 2-8 below).  

 

 
Figure 2-8. NRCS Species Lookup Form in Query Mode, ready to 
query the database for all species with a common name of 
“ponderosa pine.” 

 
 
The form will query the list of species stored in the database looking for 
one with the scientific or common name entered.  When specifying 
either the scientific or common name you wish to look for, a wildcard 
entry of “%” may be used.  If more than one species is found for the 
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name you specified for the query, use the  (previous species) and the 
 (next species) buttons to scroll through the species returned from 

the query.   
 
Exiting the NRCS Species Lookup Form with a species code for an Indicator 
Species field. The code for the species can be propagated to the Species 
field on the form by pressing the Exit w/ Code button. 
 
Using the NRCS Species Lookup Form to add species to the “Used Locally” list. 
Prior to pressing either the Exit w/ Code or Exit buttons, the species 
can be added to the list of “Used Locally” species by selecting the Used 
Locally check box. These will then automatically appear on the species 
drop-down menus.  The species drop-down menu consists of species on 
the Used Locally list in addition to any additional species found in either 
the strata or succession classes for this project. Additional information 
on maintaining the list of local species used to populate the species drop-
down menus can be found below in the below inset section Creating a list 
of species for your local area. 

 
 

2. Entering NRCS codes using the indicator species drop-down 
menus 
 
The second way to enter NRCS codes into the Indicator Species fields is 
by using the indicator species drop-down menus to select species (see fig. 
2-9 below).   
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Figure 2-9. Indicator Species fields. 

 
 

As with biophysical settings, the list of species that appears in the drop-
down menu can be reduced to a local set using the NRCS Species 
Lookup Form. 

 
Creating a list of species for your local area 
  
The NRCS Species Lookup Form (fig. 2-10 below) is used to add 
and remove species from the Species “Used Locally” List that 
populates the species drop-down menus on the Standard 
Landscape Data Entry Form.  The NRCS Species Lookup Form 
accesses the same NRCS Species database as the form used to 
directly insert species codes into the Species fields using the 
species button.  However, the NRCS Species Lookup Form is 
slightly different because it does not have an “Exit w/ Code” 
button.  Instead, it’s used solely to search for species to add to 
the species “Used Locally” list available in the Species fields drop-
down menus.  To add a species to the Species “Used Locally” List 
from the NRCS Species Lookup Form, select the “Used Locally” 
box at the bottom of the NRCS Species Lookup Form.  The form 
can be opened by clicking on the Forms menu on the FRCC 
desktop and then selecting Code List Maintenance followed by 
Species Lookup. 
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Figure 2-10. Example NRCS Species Lookup Form. (Note: this example 
species will not appear in the Species “Used Locally” List because its 
“Used Locally” box is not selected). 
 
 
The NRCS Species Form allows users to search the species 
database to find the codes that correspond to local species. See 
above section Searching for species in the NRCS Species Lookup 
Form. 
 
Species can also be added to the Species “Used Locally” List by 
importing a Species “Used Locally” List from the FRCC National 
Database with the Code List Imports Form, which is discussed in 
Appendix A.  The Species “Used Locally” List can also be cleared 
from the Reset Code Lists submenu (see Appendix A). 
 
The application also contains a Local Species Report (see fig. 2-11 
below) in which the user can view which local species are 
included in the drop-down list. To view the report, click on the 
Forms menu on the FRCC desktop and then select the Code 
List Maintenance submenu followed by the Local Species 
Report. 
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Figure 2-11. Example of a Local Species Report.  

 
 

Note: See Appendix A for instructions on importing lists of local 
species created by others users for a particular registration code 
area, exporting your list to the national database for other users, 
or resetting the local list when moving to a new project area with 
a different set of local species. 

 
 

Adding photos.  Please refer to above section 2.2.1 Project Data block: Adding 
Photos. 
 
Populating the drop-down menu fields.  The following fields are all populated using 
drop-down menus: BpS Lifeform, Indicator Species, Landform, Average Slope, 
Insolation Class, Elevation Type, Datum, Reference Composition Source, 
Current Composition Source, and Native American Influence.  Click the grey 
buttons associated with the fields, and then click on the item you want from the 
drop-down menu.  Alternately, use the “tab” key to move to the next field and 
then use the up and down arrows to select the desired menu item from the 
drop-down menu. 
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Tip: When selecting a code from a drop-down menu, briefly hold the cursor 
over the item (code) in the menu.  A tool tip will appear with a description 
corresponding to the code.  

 
Deleting strata.  To delete a stratum, move to the stratum to be deleted by 
clicking on the Next Stratum and Previous Stratum buttons.  Once the 
stratum to be deleted is displayed in the Stratum Data block of the Standard 
Landscape Data Entry Form, click on the form’s Stratum menu and then click 
on the Delete menu item.  A dialog box will appear asking “Do you want to 
delete this stratum?”  Click Yes. 

  
 

2.2.3 Succession Class Data block 
 

 
Figure 2-12. The Succession Class Data block in the Standard Landscape Data Entry Form. 

 
 

Entering succession classes. To view succession classes, go to the Succession Class 
Data block at the bottom of the data entry form.  When you create a new 
stratum, five default characteristic succession classes will populate the table in 
the Succession Class Data block.  Each row represents one characteristic 
succession class.  From there, you’ll fill in the information in the columns for 
each succession class. When you choose a BpS, all but the current composition 
will automatically populate the table if default values were assigned to the BpS.  
Note: The stratum will not accept two succession classes with the same 
succession class code. 
 
Creating uncharacteristic succession classes. To create a new uncharacteristic 
succession class (SClass), click the New button located on the left of the 
Succession Class Data block right beneath the Succession Class Data label (fig. 2-
13).   
 

 
Figure 2-13. Creating an uncharacteristic succession class. 
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A new row will be added at the bottom of the Succession Class Data block.  If a 
stratum contains more than one uncharacteristic SClass, you will need to scroll 
through the table with the vertical scrollbar on the right to see any additional 
succession classes (fig. 2-14). 
 

 
Figure 2-14. Completing fields associated with uncharacteristic succession classes. 

 
 

Completing required fields.  If you fill-in a field for Upper Layer Lifeform, Size Class, 
or Canopy Closure, note that you then must complete the fields for the 
remaining two (as well as for Dominant Species 1) for that SClass.  Required 
cells will have a light blue background.   
 
Entering percent composition.  Reference Percent Composition and Current 
Percent Composition are automatically totaled for each stratum and are 
displayed on the left side of the Succession Class Data block.  If the total does 
not equal 100, the value will be displayed as red on yellow. In addition, if the user 
tries to view a report at this point, a message will appear stating that the percent 
composition field should equal 100 (the report, however, will still appear). 
 
 
Selecting dominant species codes. Use the NRCS species codes. Refer to above 
section 2.2.2 Stratum Data block – Entering species codes for more information on 
selecting the NRCS species codes.  Dominant species can be selected from 
either the drop-down list for each dominant species cell or from the Species 
buttons on the Succession Class Data block.  To see the buttons, scroll to the 
right with the horizontal scrollbar at the bottom of the table.  Scrolling to the 
right will also display the Representative Photo and Representative Photo Date 
cells along with the Representative Photo Browsing and Representative Photo 
Viewing buttons (fig. 2-15). 
 

 
Figure 2-15. Scrolling right to view remaining fields. 

 
 

Deleting uncharacteristic succession classes.  To delete an uncharacteristic SClass 
(see fig. 2-16 below), click on that SClass’ row in the Succession Class Data 
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block.  (When selected, the row is highlighted in purple.)  Click on the SClass 
menu and then select the Delete menu item.  A dialog will appear asking “Do 
you want to delete this Succession Class?”  Click Yes. 

 
 

 
Figure 2-16. Deleting the selected SClass. 

 
 

2.3 Saving the Project 
 
Once the data for the project, the associated strata, and associated succession classes 
have been entered, save the project to the database by pressing the   button.  The 
software will check the data for any errors before saving to the database (an error 
message will appear if an error is present in the data). 
 
 
2.4 Viewing Reports 

 
2.4.1 Standard Landscape Report 

 
View a Standard Landscape Report (containing the data entered and the results 
of the FRCC calculations) by clicking on the  button in the bottom right 
corner of the Standard Landscape Data Entry Form.  A window will appear that 
displays the Standard Landscape Report for this project. 

 
If the user generates a report for a project in which the stratum composition 
percentages do not total 100, the report will alert the user by generating the 
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stratum composition total in red.  The report graphs will also have warnings that 
the composition total does not equal 100. 
 

 
2.4.2 Landscape Project Summary page 

 
The Landscape Project Summary page is the first page of the report (see fig. 2-17 
below).  It shows an overview of the strata departures and condition classes.  
This page is also useful for quickly scanning your work for data entry errors.   
 

 

 
Figure 2-17. Example of the Standard Landscape Report’s Landscape Project Summary page. 

 
 

2.4.3 Stratum Data pages 
 

The next several pages provide detailed summaries for each stratum.  The 
number of pages depends on how many strata your project area contains. We’ll 
display only one here.  As you can see below in figure 2-18, the page allows you 
to scan for data errors.  Also notice the Similarity and Departure results (the 
results for the succession classes and the fire frequency and severity metrics) in 
the Succession Classes table.  Finally, at the bottom-right side of the page, you’ll 
see the condition class diagnosis for the stratum or strata.  (Note: The BpS 
version was stored with the project data when the BpS code was selected.  The 
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version number is displayed on the Stratum Summary page along with the BpS 
code.  The version number is the number in parentheses to the right of the BpS 
code.) 

 
 

 
Figure 2-18. Example of the Standard Landscape Report’s Stratum 
Summary page. 

 
 

2.4.4 Natural Fire Regime Summary page 
 

The last two pages of the report provide summary calculations for the project. 
The first of these two pages, the Natural Fire Regime Summary page, provides a 
summary of the fire regime results (see fig. 2-19 below).  The table at the top of 
the page contains the calculations that determine the project’s reference fire 
frequency and severity based on the weighted averages of the strata reference 
fire frequency and severity.  The weighted averages are based on each stratum’s 
areal percent of the project landscape.  The fire regimes for the individual strata 
and for the landscape as a whole are represented graphically on the Frequency 
and Severity Classification graph.  Notice that the bold black numbers on the 
graph correspond to the strata numbers and that the bold “P” denotes the 
project.   
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Figure 2-19. Example of the Standard Landscape Report’s Natural Fire Regime Summary page. 

 
 

2.4.5 Fire Regime Condition Class Summary page 
 

The next page of the Standard Landscape Report, the Fire Regime Condition 
Class Summary page, contains the calculation and graphing of the weighted 
departures and fire regime condition class for the project (see fig. 2-20 below).  
The table at the top displays results for the individual strata (weighted according 
to their proportion of the landscape) as well as for the landscape as a whole. The 
Project Condition Class Restoration Context graph depicts the condition classes 
for the individual strata and for the project landscape.  Graph points falling below 
the central diagonal line indicate vegetation departure.  Conversely, results 
occurring above the diagonal line indicate departure in the fire frequency-
severity component.   
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Figure 2-20. Example of The Standard Landscape Report’s Fire Regime Condition Class 
Summary page. 

 
 

2.4.6 Code Summary page 
 

The final page of the report, the Code Summary page, contains a summary of 
codes used in the report (see fig. 2-21 below). The report can be printed by 
clicking on the File menu and then on the Print menu item.  Click Print on the 
print options box that appears (make sure you select the correct printer from 
the print dialog box). 
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Figure 2-21. Example of the Standard Landscape Report’s Code Summary page. 
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Appendix A: Importing, Exporting, & 
Resetting Code Lists 
  
 
The Species “Used Locally” List and Biophysical Settings “Locally Used” List 
which populate drop-down menus in the Standard Landscape Data Entry 
Form (discussed above in section 2.2.2) can be managed from the Code 
List Maintenance menu on the FRCC desktop (fig. A-1). 
 
 

 
Figure A-1. The Code List Maintenance menu. 

 
 
Code List Imports Form  
 
The Code List Imports Form (see fig. A-2) updates lists of codes in the 
local FRCC database from the FRCC National Database.  There are a 
variety of available updates.  One group of updates will refresh the Species 
“Used Locally” List or Biophysical Setting “Locally Used” List with 
previously defined local lists from the FRCC National Database.  The other 
group of updates will refresh the contents of specific drop-down menus. In 
figure A-2 below, the Biophysical Settings option is selected. The user can 
click on the Import Code Lists button to update the biophysical settings 
in the local database with the latest biophysical settings and their default 
values from the FRCC National Database. 
 

Tip: Import another user’s list of local species from the FRCC National 
Database with the Code List Imports Form. 
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Figure A-2. Example Code List Imports Form. 

 
 
Selecting the Registration Codes checkbox and then clicking the Import 
Code Lists button will refresh the Registration Code List menus from the 
FRCC National Database with any new registration codes that have been 
assigned.  These lists are used in some of the drop-down menus on the 
Code List Imports Form.  
 
Selecting the Species “Used Locally” List option allows the user to update 
the list of locally used species specified in the local database with a 
previously defined list of locally used species codes from the FRCC 
National Database.  These previously defined lists are identified in the 
FRCC National Database by the registration code corresponding to the 
administrative unit for which the list is applicable.  To retrieve the list for a 
desired unit, click on the Species “Used Locally” List checkbox, select that 
administrative unit’s registration code from the drop-down menu to the 
right, and then click the Import Code Lists button.  If the registration 
code for a particular unit is not in the drop-down menu, a list has not yet 
been created for that unit in the FRCC National Database.  The creation 
and export of these lists is discussed below in the Code List Exports Form 
section.  This update will not remove any species that were previously on 
the “Used Locally” list in the local database.  Species codes on the “Used 
Locally” list in the local database can be removed either one-by-one with 
the Species Lookup Form or by clearing the list with the Reset Code Lists 
submenu discussed below.   
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The Biophysical Settings “Locally Used” List option allows the user to 
update the “Locally Used” list of biophysical settings specified in the local 
database with a previously defined list of locally used biophysical settings 
codes from the FRCC National Database.  These previously defined lists 
are identified in the FRCC National Database by the registration code 
corresponding to the administrative unit for which the list is applicable.  To 
retrieve the list for a desired unit, click on the Biophysical Settings 
“Locally Used” List checkbox, select that unit’s registration code from 
the drop-down menu to the right, and then click the Import Code Lists 
button.  If the registration code for a particular unit is not in the drop-
down menu, a list has not yet been created for that unit in the FRCC 
National Database.  The creation and export of these lists is discussed 
below in the Code List Exports Form section.  This update will not remove 
any biophysical settings that were previously on the “Locally Used” list in 
the local database.  Biophysical settings codes on the “Locally Used” list in 
the local database can be removed either one by one with the Biophysical 
Settings Lookup Form or by clearing the list with the Reset Code Lists 
submenu discussed below. 
 
 
Code List Exports Form 
 
The Code List Exports Form (fig. A-3 below) exports a “Used Locally” list 
of codes from the local database to the FRCC National Database and tags 
the list with the registration code of the administrative unit for which the 
list is applicable.  The list can then be imported by other individuals into 
their local databases as described the above section Code List Imports Form.   
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Figure A-3. Example Code List Exports Form.  In this example, the 
user is ready to export the Species “Used Locally” List and has 
tagged it as the local list for the Forest Service Northern Region (reg 
code = FSR1).  Next, the user will click the Export Code Lists 
button to export the list to the FRCC National Database. 

 
 
The Species “Used Locally” List option allows the user to retrieve from the 
FRCC National Database the codes of all the species in the local database 
which have the “Used Locally” checkbox marked. The list is tagged in the 
FRCC National Database with the registration code for the appropriate 
administrative unit (selected from the drop-down menu) which allows 
other users to download the list from the FRCC National Database using 
that registration code.  Prior to clicking on the Export Code Lists 
button, the user can click on the View List button to view the Local 
Species Report (discussed above) and see which species are currently 
selected as “Used Locally” in the local database.   
 

Tip: Consider putting your list of local species on the FRCC National Database 
so others can import the list rather than building the list themselves. 

 
The Biophysical Settings “Locally Used” List option allows the user to 
retrieve the codes of all the biophysical settings for which the “Locally 
Used” checkbox is marked.  The list of codes is exported to the FRCC 
National Database.  The list is tagged in the FRCC National Database with 
the registration code selected from the drop-down menu, allowing other 
users to download the list from the FRCC National Database using that 
registration code.  Prior to clicking on the Export Code Lists button, the 
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user can click the View List button to view the Biophysical Settings 
Lookup Form (discussed above), which can be used to manage the list of 
“Locally Used” biophysical settings in the local database.   
 
 
Reset Code Lists Submenu 
 
The local species and biophysical settings lists can be reset (cleared) with 
the Reset Code Lists submenu (see fig. A-4 below).  Resetting a list 
removes all the codes from the list by un-checking the Used Locally box 
for all the codes.  Users can employ this option to quickly clear one of the 
Used Locally lists prior to importing a set of lists from the FRCC National 
Database with the Import Code Lists Form discussed above. 
 
 

 
Figure A-4. Clearing the Species “Used Locally” List using the Reset Code Lists submenu and 
the Clear Species List menu item. 

 
 
After the user selects either the Clear Species List or the Clear BpS List 
menu items, the software will ask the user to verify that he or she wants to 
clear that list.  Click the Yes button only if you want to remove all the 
codes from that list. 
 

Tip: Before you import a list of local species from the FRCC National Database 
into your local database, clear the list on your local database. 
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Appendix B: FRCC Standard Landscape Worksheet 
Field Numbers corresponding to the Standard 
Landscape Data Entry Form 
 
 
For reference purposes, field numbers from the FRCC Guidebook’s Standard Landscape 
Worksheet are superimposed (in dark red) on the Standard Landscape Data Entry form 
in figure below: 
 

 

1 2 3 4 

5 6 7 8

10 11 15

16 17 
18 19 

20

21 22 23

27 

24 25 26

28 29 30 31 32
34 36 38 39 40 

41 43 44 48 

49 50 
51 52 53 54 

55 56 57 
58 59 60 

62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 

74 & 75

72 73
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